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A Global Flood Model for Earth History
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I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins program.
Origins was a special program, near to the heart of my late husband,
Russell Bixler. 
 
  I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful in your
study of creation science.  Thank you for your prayerful and financial
support of Origins… you’re making the television production of this
program possible.

Norma Bixler



  



Ancient Literature
Statements of Scripture
Theory of Antonio Snider
Modern Theories of 
Continental Drift & Plate Tectonics



Tectonics is an important 
theme of ancient literature.



What does Scripture say about formation 
of continents and ocean basins?

Then God said, "Let the waters below the 
heavens be gathered into one place, and let 
the dry land appear"; and it was so. 

 Genesis 1:9 NASB



Did a seafloor upheaval cause 
Noah’s Flood?

…all the fountains of the great deep [were] 
broken up… and all the high hills … under 
the whole heaven, were covered.

Genesis 7:11b,19b KJV





What 
happened to 
the floor of 

the pre-flood 
ocean?



  



  

Earth’s Internal Structure
Granitic Continental Lithosphere
Basaltic Oceanic Lithosphere



Earth’s Internal Structure





  



  

Granite in microscopic view



Basalt in microscopic view



Why are there Oceans?



The Day Before the Flood



  





Origin of the Flood Waters:



Origin of the Flood Waters:



Subduction,



Mantle Wide Flow



Spreading
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